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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

1  *Immigration law sourcebook : a compendium immigration-related laws and policy documents.*
   KF4819.85 .I467 2011

2  Funk, William F., 1945-
   *Administrative law.*
   3rd ed. xx, 436 p.  26 cm.
   RES KF5402 .F86 2009

AGENCY – SEE – BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS LAW

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION

3  Gusy, Martin F
   *A guide to the ICDR international arbitration rules.*
   KZ6115 .G87 2011

ANTITRUST AND TRADE REGULATIONS

4  Trebilcock, M. J
   *Understanding trade law.*
   K3943 .T723 2011

BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS LAW

5  Chopra, Samir
   *A legal theory for autonomous artificial agents.*
   K917 .C475 2011

6  Loss, Louis
   *Fundamentals of securities regulation.*
   KF1439 .L68 2011

CANADA – SEE – FOREIGN AND COMPARATIVE LAW
CIVIL PROCEDURE

7 Issacharoff, Samuel
   Civil procedure.
   3rd ed. ix, 241 p.  24 cm.
   KF8840 .I87 2012

8 Crawford, Richard J., 1935-
   The persuasive edge.
   KF8915 .C698 2011

9 Fischer, James M
   Understanding remedies.
   Newark, NJ : LexisNexis Matthew Bender, c2006. 2nd ed. 1 v. (various pagings)  25 cm.
   RES KF9010 .F57 2006

COMMERCIAL LAW

10 Henning, William H., 1947-
    Understanding sales and leases of goods.
    RES KF915 .L395 2009

11 Lawrence, William H
    Understanding secured transactions.
    RES KF1050 .L39 2007

12 Franchise law compliance manual.
    2nd ed. xxvi, 588 p. : forms  26 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.).
    KF2023 .F668 2011

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

13 Infinite hope and finite disappointment : the story of the first interpreters of the Fourteenth Amendment.
    KF4558 14th .I54 2011

14 Ramey, R. Chace, 1978-
    Student First Amendment speech and expression rights : armbands to bong HiTS.
    KF4770 .R36 2011
15 Middleton, Kent
   *The law of public communication.*
   KF4774 .M53 2012

**Criminal Law**

16 Strader, J. Kelly
   *Understanding white collar crime.*
   RES KF9350 .S77 2011

17 *RICO state by state : a guide to litigation under the state racketeering statutes.*
   Chicago, Ill. : Section of Antitrust Law, American Bar Association, c2011.
   2nd ed. x, 1357 p. 23 cm.
   KF9375.Z9 F58 2011

18 Natapoff, Alexandra
   *Snitching : criminal informants and the erosion of American justice.*
   KF9665 .N38 2009

19 Wu, Jawjeong
   *Citizenship status, race, ethnicity, and their effects on sentencing.*
   KF9685 .W8 2011

**Domestic Relations**

20 Gregory, John DeWitt
   *Understanding family law.*
   Newark, NJ : LexisNexis, c2005. 3rd ed. 1 v. (various pagings) 24 cm.
   RES KF505 .G734 2005

21 Strasser, Mark Philip, 1955-
   *Questions & answers : family law.*
   Newark, N.J. : LexisNexis, c2011. 2nd ed. ix, 251 p. 28 cm.
   RES KF505.Z9 S86 2011

22 Hertz, Frederick
   *Counseling unmarried couples : a guide to effective legal representation.*
   KF538 .H47 2011
ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH

23  Environmental law and sustainability after Rio.
    K3585.E58 2011

24  Gettings, Robert M
    Forging a federal-state partnership : a history of federal developmental disabilities policy.
    Alexandria, Va. : National Association of State Directors of Developmental Disabilities Services,
    c2011. xv, 240 p.  26 cm.
    KF480.G45 2011

25  Patterson, Richard M, 1934-
    Harney's medical malpractice.
    New Providence, NJ : LexisNexis/Matthew Bender, c2011. 5th ed. xi, 809, 61, 11 p.  27 cm.
    KF2905.3.H37 2011

    RES KZ3686.B58 2010

27  Hadler, Nortin M
    Rethinking aging : growing old and living well in an overtreated society.
    RA564.8.H335 2011

EUROPEAN UNION – SEE – INTERNATIONAL LAW

EVIDENCE

28  Weissenberger, Glen
    Weissenberger's federal evidence.
    KF8935.W42 2011

FOREIGN AND COMPARATIVE LAW

29  Cane, Peter, 1950-
    Administrative law.
    KD4902.C36 2011

30  Botting, Gary Norman Arthur, 1943-
    Canadian extradition law practice.
    KE9275.B68 2011
31  Eeckhout, Piet  
*EU external relations law.*  
*KJE5105 .E325 2011*

32  Somek, Alexander  
*Engineering equality : an essay on European anti-discrimination law.*  
*KJE5142 .S65 2011*

33  Heun, Werner  
*KK4450 .H48 2011*

34  Aḥdab, ʻAbd al-Ḥamīd  
*Arbitration with the Arab countries.*  
3rd rev. and expanded ed. li, 1200 p.  25 cm.  
*KMC500 .A37 2011*

35  Cohen, Amichai  
*Israel's national security law : political dynamics and historical development.*  
*KMK3350 .C645 2012*

36  Meydani, Assaf  
*The Israeli Supreme Court and the Human Rights Revolution : courts as agenda setters.*  
*KMK3466 .M49 2011*

37  Gathii, James Thuo  
*African regional trade agreements as legal regimes.*  
*KQC947 .G38 2011*

**HUMAN RIGHTS**

38  *Religion and human rights : an introduction.*  
*BL65.H78 R43 2012*

39  Joseph, Sarah (Sarah Louise)  
*Blame it on the WTO? : a human rights critique.*  
*K3240 .J67 2011*
IMMIGRATION LAW – see – ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

40 Oguamanam, Chidi, 1965-
Intellectual property in global governance : a development question.
K1401 .O384 2012

41 Craig, Carys
Copyright, communication and culture : towards a relational theory of copyright law.
K1420.5 .C73 2011

42 Mazzone, Jason, 1970-
Copyfraud and other abuses of intellectual property law.
KF2994 .M39 2011

43 Lipscomb, Ernest Bainbridge
Patent claims.
[Eagan, Minn.] : West, c2011-. v. 26 cm;Annual;Began with 2011-2012 ed.-.
KF3120 .L56

INTERNATIONAL LAW

44 Orakhelashvili, Alexander
Collective security.
JZ5588 .O73 2011

45 Wyatt and Dashwood's European Union law.
K3820.A23 W92 2011

46 Elhauge, Einer
Global competition law and economics.
K3850 .E44 2011

47 Research handbook on the theory and history of international law.
KZ1234 .R47 2011
48  Fenwick, Charles G. (Charles Ghequiere), 1880-1973
   *Cases on international law.*
   KZ1242 .F46 1951

49  Schermers, Henry G
   *International institutional law : unity within diversity.*
   KZ3900 .S32 2011

50  *Historical review of developments relating to aggression.*
   KZ6374 .H57 2003

51  Kalshoven, F. (Frits)
   *Constraints on the waging of war : an introduction to international humanitarian law.*
   KZ6475 .K35 2011

52  Beigbeder, Yves
   *International criminal tribunals : justice and politics.*
   KZ7230 .B44 2011

Japanese War Crimes Trials – see – Other Areas of Law

Law Related Materials

53  *Imagining legality : where law meets popular culture.*
   PN1995.9 .I53 2011

54  *Michael Clayton:*[videorecording].
   Widescreen ed. 1 videodisc (120 min.) : sd., col. 4 3/4 in.

Legal Profession, History, Ethics and Education

55  Morris, Caroline, 1973-
   *Getting a PhD in law.*
   KD432 .M67 2011

56  *Lawtalk : the unknown stories behind familiar legal expressions.*
   KF156 .L39 2011
57 American Bar Association. Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar
Best practices report on the use of adjunct faculty.
KF272 .A44 2011

58 Nygren, Carolyn, 1942-
Starting off right in law school.
KF273 .N97 2011

59 Lawyers as counselors : a client-centered approach.
KF311 .L39 2012

60 Leonard, Elizabeth D
Lincoln's forgotten ally : Judge Advocate General Joseph Holt of Kentucky.
KF368.H586 L46 2011

61 Cushman, Clare
Courtwatchers : eyewitness accounts in Supreme Court history.
KF8742 .C875 2011

62 McMahon, Kevin J
Nixon's court : his challenge to judicial liberalism and its political consequences.
KF8742 .M353 2011

63 Ahlers, Glen-Peter
The history of law school libraries in the United States : defining moments.
Z675.L2 A381 2011

OTHER AREAS OF LAW

64 Röling, Bernard Victor Aloysius
The Tokyo trial and beyond : reflections of a peacemonger.
KZ1181 .R65 1993

65 Islam, law and identity.
KBP144 .I854 2012
66  Kobori, Keiichi, 1933-  
_The Tokyo Trials : the unheard defense_.  
KZ1181 .K62 2003

67  Louka, Elli  
_Nuclear weapons, justice and the law_.  
KZ5665 .L68 2011

68  Joyner, Daniel  
_Interpreting the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty_.  
KZ5670 .J69 2011

**PRACTICE AIDS**

69  Garner, Bryan A  
_Garner's dictionary of legal usage_.  
REF KF156 .G367 2011

70  _Merriam-Webster's dictionary of law_.  
Springfield, Mass. : Merriam-Webster, c2011. 20a, 634 p. 22 cm.  
REF KF156 .M47 2011

**PROPERTY (PUBLIC AND PRIVATE)**

71  _The TDR handbook : designing and implementing successful transfer of development rights programs_.  
HT169.9.D4 T37 2012

72  Miceli, Thomas J  
_The economic theory of eminent domain : private property, public use_.  
KF5599 .M45 2011

73  _At the cutting edge, 2011 : land use law from The Urban lawyer_.  
xxii, 156 p. 23 cm.  
KF5698 .A81 2011
REGULATED INDUSTRIES

74  Jerry, Robert H., 1953-
    Understanding insurance law.
    RES KF1164 .J47 2007

RELIGIOUS LAW – SEE – OTHER AREAS OF LAW

TAX LAW AND PUBLIC FINANCE

75  Chirelstein, Marvin A
    Federal income taxation : a law student's guide to the leading cases and concepts.
    12th ed. xi, 535 p. : ill. 24 cm.
    KF6369 .C43 2012

76  Tax stories.
    KF6369 .T365 2009

TERRORISM

77  Chadwick, E. (Elizabeth)
    Self-determination in the post-9/11 era.
    KZ1269 .C48 2011

TORTS

78  Bernstein, Anita
    Questions & answers : torts.
    Newark, N.J.: LexisNexis, c 2010. 2nd ed. xii, 268 p. 28 cm.
    RES KF1250.N9 Z9 B47 2010

WISCONSIN LAW

79  Loomis, Robert J
    What family court judges want you to know.
    Eau Claire, Wis. : National Business Institute, c2011. [vi], 116 p. 28 cm.
    LAW WIS 1st Floor KFW2494.5 L66 2011

80  LLCs and LLPs : a Wisconsin handbook.
    Madison, Wis. : State Bar of Wisconsin PINNACLE, 2011-.
    4th ed. 1 v. (loose-leaf) 30 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.).
    RES KFW2607.5 .W571 2011-
81 Foster, Robert J  
*What civil court judges want you to know.*  
Eau Claire, Wis. : National Business Institute, c2011. [vi], 268 p. 28 cm.  
**LAW WIS 1st Floor KFW2938.A75 F671 2011**

82 Kohler, Martin E  
*Advanced trial tactics.*  
Eau Claire, Wis. : National Business Institute, c2011. [iii], 47 leaves : forms 28 cm.  
**LAW WIS 1st Floor KFW2938.A75 K64 2011**

83 *Medicare set-asides in personal injury litigation.*  
Eau Claire, Wis. : National Business Institute, 2011. [iv], 90 leaves 28 cm.  
**LAW WIS 1st Floor KFW2939.P4 M43 2011**

**WOMEN AND THE LAW**

84 Mezey, Susan Gluck, 1944-  
*Elusive equality : women's rights, public policy, and the law.*  
**KF4758 .M492 2011**